Semco Stone owns and operates our own quarries. We pride ourselves in providing a natural and quality product. Our diverse landscape stone and building stone have some of the most unique products you will find. The beauty of our products is that they are made from natural stone, therefore variations should and can be expected. Even though colors in our brochures are as close to the actual stone as possible, photographic and printing techniques – and even actual viewing conditions – can alter perception of color.

Selections should be made from actual samples whenever possible. Our samples represent the general characteristics of the stone. Natural variations can and will occur in size, color, and texture. Our samples are not to be interpreted as the only size within a sample range. Newly quarried stone can oxidize, darken, lighten, or otherwise change from the appearance either shown in the samples or represented in stock. Semco Stone does its best we can to maintain consistent colors and textures. Communication is key with landscapers, homeowners, masons, contractors and your sales representative so that Semco Stone can do our best to provide exactly what you need to complete your dream project.

As the largest distributor of natural stone products in the Midwest, at Semco Stone, we have learned our reputation through consistent products, advancements in technology, quality and service that exceed industry standards, laying a solid groundwork for your success. If you are unclear about how your stone will arrive or what to expect when it is installed, ask a Semco Stone representative now. We operate to ensure lasting satisfaction and something our customers can enjoy for years to come.

"People don’t buy what you do; they buy why you do it. And what you do simply proves what you believe."

For over 30 years, Semco Stone has been setting the standards for quality in natural building stone veneer and landscape stone. Located in Missouri, near the Mississippi River, Semco Stone resides in the heart of Limestone Country. Our product offerings include – natural building stone veneer, landscape stone, a variety of retaining wall stone, natural and man-made paving materials, slabs, and so much more! We have provided the elegant beauty of Mother Nature’s time-tested products to contractors, developers, wholesalers, distributors, nurseries, landscapers, garden centers, and retail outlets across the country since 1988.

**WHY SEMCO STONE?**

We stock.

As the largest distributor of natural stone in the Midwest, Semco Stone’s Perryville, Missouri yard occupies over 60 acres with an abundant inventory of both landscape and building stone.

We quarry.

Our local quarries: Cedar Ridge and Blue River, provide a bountiful harvest of eight distinctively different limestones. And our Brentwood Quarry boasts one of the most beautiful sandstones you will ever see.

We fabricate.

Semco Stone has a state-of-the-art fabrication facility, tumbling and bagging operations. We are continuously striving to exceed industry standards through advancements in technology to better serve our customers.

We deliver.

Whether dispatching our own fleet of equipment regionally, or utilizing our vast partnerships in the transportation industry nationally, we have all logistics needs covered.
Semco Stone has a long-standing reputation for quality when it comes to both our products and our locations. Our large, wide-open facilities feature some of the most organized stone yards in the country with a vast selection of products. Our interior and exterior showrooms offer an inspirational and innovative environment to see installed applications of our products. Our goal is to help you find the natural stone that best suits your project’s needs. With Semco Outdoor locations in Cincinnati, OH; Columbus, OH and Kansas City, MO and our parent company, Semco Stone in Perryville, MO, we proudly serve clients all across the United States.

Semco Stone offers more locations to serve you better.

**COLUMBUS, OHIO**
(614) 861-4668
6015 Taylor Road
Columbus, OH 43230
infoOH@semcostone.com

**CINCINNATI, OHIO**
(513) 725-0070
11864 Chesterdale Road
Cincinnati, OH 45246
infoOH@semcostone.com

**COLUMBUS, OHIO**
(816) 318-1203
2515 Semco Drive
Belton, MO 64012
infoKC@semcostone.com

**KANSAS CITY, MO**
(816) 318-1203
2515 Semco Drive
Belton, MO 64012
infoKC@semcostone.com

Are you looking for a competitive edge in your market? Semco Stone offers a Quarry Direct Program to give our customers an opportunity to buy product direct from the quarry and save money! There are also products available at the quarries that are not available off one of our stock yards.

**Buy DIRECT from the Quarry & SAVE TONS!**

For more information contact your Semco Sales Representative. Full trailer loads only (23 to 24 tons are on a full trailer load). No discounts or other promotions can be applied. Freight from the quarry applies.
8" Drywall

Installed either dry stacked or mortared, natural stone retaining walls have unparalleled beauty. 8" Drywall allows your project to reflect the timeless beauty of natural stone with refined dimension. Our Drywalls are available in a variety of stones, whether you are looking for the rugged look of natural bed heights or the more formal appearance of sawn heights. Our selection will allow you to find the right stone for your project. Heights of this stone range from 2" to 8" and typically has random lengths, with snapped depths of approximately 8".

Black Hills Rustic | Item #142
Available in 8" and 12" depths

Brookhaven Tumbled | Item #124T
3 5/8" heights

Calico Cream | Item #165

Baltic Buff | Item #124
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“Thank you Semco for helping us create the home of our dreams. I couldn’t be happier with our stone selections! It all came together and is just beautiful. I can’t wait to select pavers to complete our outdoor project!”

~ Jess, Source: Houzz Review
Timber Creek Cottage Wall Tumbled | 8" Drywall

Sky Blue | Item #104
3 5/8" heights

Timber Creek | Item #189
Also available in Tumbled

Blue Sandstone | Item #111
Available in 8" and 12" depths

Brookhaven | Item #124
Available in 2" – 3" and 3" – 5" heights

Fond du Lac | Item #101
Oakfield | Item #102

Omega Sandstone | Item #119

Scottsdale | Item #121

Rocks Mountain Rose | Item #110
Sandstone | Item #109

Available Tumbled or Untumbled in 2" – 3" and 3" – 5" heights

Available Tumbled or Untumbled in 2" – 3" & 3" – 5" heights

Also available in Tumbled in 3", 6" & 9" heights

Baltic Buff | Item #165-4
Black Hills Rustic | Item #142
Brookhaven Tumbled | Item #124T
Calico Cream | Item #105

Available in 8" and 12" depths

Also available in Tumbled in 3", 6" & 9" heights

Also available in Tumbled or Untumbled in 2", 6" & 8" heights

1-800-814-1072
semcostone.com
Natural Wall

Natural Wall lends itself to easy construction and allows a landscaper more design flexibility. Retaining walls constructed of Natural Stone enhance any landscape throughout seasonal changes and become more appealing with age. Available in selections which include weathered, split, or tumbled, these stones will range in size from 6” to 24” in diameter, with thickness between 1” and 6” depending upon your stone choice. We have a wide array of colors that can complement any existing exterior landscape.
“My first experience with Semco could not have went any better. The service was great and the staff was easy to work with. It is a great place to go if you need advice before starting your project!”

~ Eric, Source: Google Review

“We were building a new home in St. Louis and our masonry contractor recommended that we visit the Semco facility in Perryville. What an amazing place! The product selection is unmatched and the variety of stone and other materials enabled us to pick out all of the materials we need. The fantastic team at Semco guided us through the entire process of picking out Stone for our house and all the materials needed for our outdoor grill area and outdoor fireplace for the Veranda. I would highly recommend that anyone building a new house start with a visit to Semco Stone!”

~ Jim and Kate, Creve Coeur, MO

★ ★ ★ ★ ★
Steppers

Mortared or dry stacked, Steppers can be used for small retaining walls, as stepping stones, or for walkways. Small size and irregular shapes are indicative of this natural stone material. Steppers are typically between 1/2” to 2” thick with diameters that range from 6” for Shims to 36” for our largest Stepper. This stone is available in many of the same selections as our flagstone material, in a variety of colors and sizes.
LOOKING FOR MORE INSPIRATION?

Whether you’re at home or on the go, gain inspiration for any indoor or outdoor natural stone project by visiting us on-line. You will find installation photos, product specifications, catalogs to download, new products and so much more.

Visit us on-line at www.SemcoStone.com
Flagstone

Flagstone has traditionally been used in applications such as patios, paths and walkways. Our Flagstones are available in thicknesses that range from 1/2” to 3” and diameters from 12” to pallet size sheets, depending on your preference. At Semco Stone we strive to offer a wide selection of color, texture and sizes for all applications.
Blue Sandstone
Flagstone

Item #419
Blue Sandstone 2" Stand-Up
Available in 1" and 2" thickness

Fond du Lac
Flagstone

Item #401

Golden Quartz
Item #409

Grand Canyon
Flagstone

Item #435

Hickory Gray (with wet-look sealer)
Flagstone

Item #450

1-800-814-1072
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“Semco Outdoor was very helpful in helping me and my husband pick out the right flagstone for our walkway. The staff was very knowledgeable and friendly. They took the time to explain every step of the process in laying a flagstone walkway. Highly Recommended!”

- Kelly, Source: Houzz Review
Wind River | Flagstone
Summit Gray 1” | Item #411-1
Summit Gray 2” | Item #411-2
Wind River | Flagstone
Summit Gray 1” Stand-Up | Item #411-SU1
Wind River 2” | Item #412-2
Wind River 1” Stand-Up | Item #412-SU1

Flagstone Collection
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Landscape Stone
Landscape Stone
Landscape Stone
Landscape Stone

Summit Gray 1” | Item #411-1
Summit Gray 2” | Item #411-2
Wind River | Flagstone
Summit Gray 1” Stand-Up | Item #411-SU1
Wind River 2” | Item #412-2
Wind River 1” Stand-Up | Item #412-SU1

Flagstone

Black Hills Rustic | Item #415
Available in 1”, 2”, Stand-Up & Supreme

Blue/Brown Sandstone | Item #422
Available in 1”, 2” and Stand-Up

Blue Sandstone | Item #419
Available in 1”, 2” and Stand-Up

Fond du Lac | Item #401

Golden Quartz | Item #409

Grand Canyon | Item #405

Hickory Gray | Item #450

Misty Rose Light | Item #403

Oakfield | Item #402

Pennsylvania Blue Irregular | Item #407
Available in 1”, 2” and Stand-Up

Rocky Mountain Rose | Item #408

Sandstone | Item #406

Silver Gray Quartz | Item #410

Summit Gray | Item #411
Available in 1”, 2” and Stand-Up

Wind River | Item #412-2
Available in 1” Stand-Up and 2”
Pattern Flagstone

Pattern Flagstone is natural stone that has been selected and sawn to specific sizes or shapes. The packaging makes it simple to create a seamless pattern. Pieces range in size from as small as 12" x 12" to as large as 24" x 36". Sizes are cut in 6" nominal increments to allow for a mortar joint.

Complement any project with this unique and versatile product shown below. It can be used for a Cap or Tread. Dimensions are 6' long x 12" wide x 2" thick. Colors available are Castle Grey or Sedona Rustic.

Add a creative element to any project with natural stone coping. Dimensions are: 24"L x 14"W x 2" thick

- Autumn Brown
- Castle Grey
- Desert Buff
- Sedona Rustic
- Pennsylvania Blue
- Pennsylvania Blue Thermal

Natural Clift shown above
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**Travertine Pavers**

Tumbled Travertine Pavers are ideal for pool decks, patios and porches. The tumbled finish gives a texture to the travertine which makes it slip resistant. Travertine pavers are a natural product with no chemicals and will not retain heat, unlike concrete pavers.

**Travertine Coping**

Travertine Pool coping comes with the convenience of high quality and easy installation. They have a tumbled surface, and this makes them ideal for pool edging and in stair tread applications.
Cobbles

Used mostly in water features, these smooth textured rounded stones offer a unique accent to any landscape project. Cobbles can also be used as Edging, in dry creek beds, or to accent plant beds. The small size of these stones allows for easy handling and rapid installation. Cobbles are available in sizes that range from 1” to 16” in diameter in an endless assortment of colors to choose from.
Mexican Rainbow Cobbles | Item #509-3
Available in 1” – 2”, 2” – 3” and 3” – 5” and Bagged

Mexican Rainbow Cobbles | Item #504
Available in 1” – 2”, 2” – 3” and 3” – 5” and Bagged

Mexican Beach Pebbles | Item #504
Available in 1” – 2”, 2” – 3” and 3” – 5” and Bagged

Mexican Rainbow | Cobbles

Mexican Beach Pebbles | Cobbles

Sedona Cobbles | Item #520
Available in 3” – 6” and 6” – 10”

Mexican Beach Pebbles | Cobbles

Sedona Cobbles | Item #520
Available in 3” – 6” and 6” – 10”

Mexican Rainbow | Cobbles

Mexican Rainbow | Item #509-3

Bucks Creek | Item #505
Available in 2” – 5” and 4” – 8” sizes

Canadian Colored | Item #502

Grand Canyon | Item #515

Kewanee Creek Flats | Item #501
Available in 3” – 5” and 4” – 8” sizes

Kewanee Skippers | Item #522
Available in 1 1/2” – 3” and 4” – 7” sizes

Mexican Beach Cobbles | Item #509-3

Kewanee Skippers | Item #522
Available in 1 1/2” – 3” and 4” – 7” sizes

Mexican Rainbow | Cobbles

Mexican Beach Cobbles | Item #509-3

Kewanee Skippers | Item #522
Available in 1 1/2” – 3” and 4” – 7” sizes

Mexican Rainbow Cobbles | Item #504
Available in 1” – 2”, 2” – 3” and 3” – 5” sizes & Bagged

Tennessee River Flats | Item #517
Available in 4” – 6”, 6” – 10” and 10” – 18” sizes

Tennessee River Rounds | Item #525
Available in 4” – 6”, 6” – 10” and 10” – 18” sizes

Tennessee River Flats | Item #517
Available in 4” – 6”, 6” – 10” and 10” – 18” sizes

Tennessee River Rounds | Item #525
Available in 4” – 6”, 6” – 10” and 10” – 18” sizes
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Cobbles Collection
Boulders & Ledgerock

Boulders & Ledgerock have limitless applications in the landscape. From boulder walls, to outcroppings, to water features, this stone makes a dramatic statement. Semco Stone offers everything from granite to moss covered limestone for your project of any size. Boulders come in a variety of shapes and sizes, with diameters that range from as small as 6” to as large as 5’. Ledgerock ranges in thickness from 4” to 20”, depending on your stone selection.
WATER FEATURE INSPIRATION
Visit SemcoStone.com to be inspired by water features that truly make a splash.
Weathered Sandstone Boulders
Item #609-BL

Weathered Limestone Ledgerock
Weathered Limestone Boulders
Item #604-BL Item #604-LL

Weathered Limestone / Weathered Sandstone Boulders & Ledgerock

Weathered Sandstone Waterfall Ledge
Item #609-WF Item #609-LL

Wind River Split Ledge
Item #631
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Landscape Stone

Landscape Stone

Landscape Stone

Boulders & Ledgerock

Boulders & Ledgerock

Boulders & Ledgerock
Black Ice Boulders | Item #660
Easton Boulders | Item #634-BL
Holey Limestone Boulders | Item #601-BL
Mossy Mountain Boulders | Item #636-BL
Mossy Mountain Ledgerock | Item #636-LL
Royal Gorge Boulders | Item #602
Sponge Boulders | Item #605
Weathered Limestone / Weathered Sandstone | Item #604-LL
Weathered Sandstone Waterfall Ledge | Item #605-WF
Wind River Split Ledge | Item #637

Buckhorn Ledgerock | Item #647
Glacier Boulders | Item #603
Holey Limestone Ledgerock | Item #601-LL
Lava Boulders | Item #603
Mossy Mountain Ledgerock | Item #636-LL
Royal Gorge Boulders | Item #602
Sponge Boulders | Item #605
Weathered Limestone / Weathered Sandstone | Item #604-LL
Weathered Sandstone Waterfall Ledge | Item #605-WF
Wind River Split Ledge | Item #637

Castlevood Ledgerock | Item #630
Holey Limestone Ledgerock | Item #601-LL
Mossy Mountain Boulders | Item #636-BL
Mossy Mountain Ledgerock | Item #636-LL

Summit Gray Split Ledge | Item #630
Weathered Granite Boulders | Item #612
Weathered Limestone Boulders | Item #604-BL
Weathered Limestone Boulders | Item #604-LL
Weathered Limestone / Weathered Sandstone | Item #604-LL

Timber Creek Mansion Wall | Item #650-G
Weathered Holey Limestone Boulders | Item #681-BL
Weathered Holey Limestone Ledge | Item #681-LL
Weathered Limestone / Weathered Sandstone | Item #604-LL
Weathered Granite Boulders | Item #612
Weathered Limestone Boulders | Item #604-BL

Trap Boulders | Item #615
Weathered Holey Limestone Boulders | Item #681-BL
Weathered Limestone Ledge | Item #604-LL
Weathered Sandstone Boulders | Item #609-BL

Weathered Limestone Boulders | Item #604-BL
Weathered Limestone / Weathered Sandstone | Item #604-LL
Weathered Sandstone Ledge | Item #609-LL

Weathered Limestone / Weathered Sandstone | Item #604-LL
Weathered Sandstone Ledge | Item #609-LL

Landscape Stone | Boulders & Ledgerock Collection
Weathered Limestone / Weathered Sandstone | Item #604-LL
Weathered Sandstone Ledge | Item #609-LL

Landscape Stone | Boulders & Ledgerock Collection
Weathered Limestone / Weathered Sandstone | Item #604-LL
Weathered Sandstone Ledge | Item #609-LL

Landscape Stone | Boulders & Ledgerock Collection
Weathered Limestone / Weathered Sandstone | Item #604-LL
Weathered Sandstone Ledge | Item #609-LL

Landscape Stone | Boulders & Ledgerock Collection
Weathered Limestone / Weathered Sandstone | Item #604-LL
Weathered Sandstone Ledge | Item #609-LL

Available in 6” and 13” - 15” thickness or Premium Machine Split
Available in 6” and 12’ heights (#680-12)
Natural Stone Edging

Natural Stone Edging provides defined lines with a natural appearance to landscape designs. Most often seen as Edging for plant and flower beds, Natural Stone Edging can also be used as a curb for paths and driveways or as a cobblestone for walkways, entrances and drives. Available in a variety of styles including machine cut, sawn and tumbled material. Natural Stone Edging is typically square or rectangular in shape and ranges in size from 4” – 16” long, and 3 ½” – 5 ½” thick depending upon your choice of stone.
Inset into a natural hill or slope our Natural Stone Steps provide a beautiful alternative to concrete or wood. Steps are available in sawn, natural bed heights, or natural slab varieties. The timeless beauty of Natural Stone Steps will enhance your landscape or can be used for interior applications as well. Sizes of this stone range from 5” to 8” in thickness and 2 ½ ft. – 5 ft. in length, with natural slabs in larger sizes.
"My experience has been great since the day I walked in the door. The salesman walked around not only with myself, but also with my two year old son and my one year old daughter. Semco even ordered samples for me so that I could take them home to show my husband to see the stone in person and for us to make the decision together. I will definitely refer Semco to my friends and family based on the great service and the super friendly and knowledgeable staff, it has been an amazing experience!"

~ Caroline, Columbus, Ohio
Rock Valley Natural Slab | Item #827
Available in 3’ and 4’ lengths

Scottsdale Snapped | Item #805
Available in 3’ and 4’ lengths

Rock Valley Limestone | Item #809
Available in 3’ and 4’ lengths

Sunset Buff | Natural Stone Steps
Available in 3’, 4’ and 5’ lengths

Landscape Stone

Wisconsin Slabs | Natural Stone Steps

Wind River Machine Cut | Natural Stone Steps
Available in 4’ lengths

Summit Gray Machine Cut | Natural Stone Steps
Available in 3’, 4’ and 5’ lengths

Timber Creek Sawn | Item #950
Available in 3’ and 4’ lengths

Sunset Buff | Natural Stone Steps
Available in 3’, 4’ and 5’ lengths

Wisconsin Slabs | Item #802
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The following icons represent if a specific product is available in a specific length. Ask your Semco Sales representative for more information.

**Baltic Buff Sawn** | Item #871
---
**Black Hills Rustic Machine Cut** | Item #814
---
**Blue/Brown Sandstone Machine Cut** | Item #820
---
**Brookhaven** | Item #824
---
**Castle Grey** | Item #SAFG-1424CG
---
**Brookhaven** | Item #824
---
**Castle Grey** | Item #SAFG-1424CG
---
**Gunsmoke Gray Sawn** | Item #873
---
**Indiana Limestone** | Item #2810-301
---
**Omega** | Item #806
---
**Rock Valley Limestone** | Item #820
---
**Rock Valley Natural Slab** | Item #827
---
**Scottsdale Snapped Steps** | Item #805
---
**Rock Valley Natural Slab** | Item #827
---
**Scottsdale Snapped Steps** | Item #805
---
**Summit Gray Machine Cut** | Item #840
---
**Sunset Buff** | Item #SAFG-1424SB
---
**Wind River Machine Cut** | Item #841
---
**Wisconsin Slabs** | Item #802
---

**Adhesives, Cleaners, Landscape Fabrics, Geogrid & Sand**

Semco has earned a reputation for providing exceptional quality products, this doesn’t end at natural stone. We also offer a high-quality, affordable line of Adhesives, Cleaners, Landscape Fabrics and Geogrid for all your hardscape needs.

- **SRW Adhesive**
  - Sizes: 10 oz. or 28 oz.

- **3 Series Grid**
  - Size: 4' x 30'

- **3 Series Grid**
  - Size: 6' x 30'

- **3 Series Grid**
  - Size: 6' x 150'

- **CG Counter Guard**
  - Size: 1 quart

- **SRW ProPlus**
  - Sizes: 4' x 50' and 5' x 250'

- **SRW NW4**
  - Sizes: 6' x 300'

- **SRW NW5**
  - Sizes: 6' x 300'

**Easy-Pro Premixed Joint Stabilizing**

- Compound from Unilock: This no-haze, epoxy resin product is puncture resistant, permeable and eco-friendly. It is ideal for residential driveways, patios, pool decks and walkways. Available in Gray and Tan.

**EV Evolution Polymeric Sand**

- is a specially formulated high performance mix of graded sand and binding agent to fill paver and natural stone joints. Available in Beige, Black and Gray.
Decorative Gravel

Decorative Gravel from Semco Stone will provide a finished look for your landscaping. Semco offers a large assortment of gravels that can be used in plant beds, terraces, paths and water features. Our Decorative Gravels are available in sizes ranging from 3/8” to 10” diameters and an array of colors.

Please note the icons to represent what products are available in bag or bulk. Ask your Semco Sales representative for more information.
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Please note the icons to represent what products are available in bag or bulk. Ask your Semco Sales representative for more information.

Available in the following Boulder/Decorative Gravel combinations:

- Weathered Limestone & Alabama Sunset
  Item #5072-WL
- Mossy Mountain & Iowa Rainbow
  Item #5072-MM
- Weathered Granite & Duck Lake Pebbles
  Item #5072-WG

Bubbling Boulder Kits

This easy to install natural stone water feature brings both beauty and a peaceful atmosphere to any patio, garden or outdoor living space.

The kit includes everything you need:
- 1 – 46” Fountain Basin
- 1 – Pre-Drilled boulder (3 different stones to choose from)
- 1 – 750 gph Pump with 3/4” inside diameter flex pipe and fittings
- 8 – 1/2 cu.ft. bags of Decorative Gravel
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Mulch & Compost

Semco Stone sells only the highest quality mulches, compost and soils. Some mulches are available in bulk, please call Semco for details.
Outdoor Kitchen Kits

Semco Outdoor Kitchen Kits are designed with a patented, modular, reinforced concrete panel and bracket system, which assembles in minutes to create an exceptionally strong and durable, ready to finish foundation for outdoor kitchens. The solid, uncut panel configuration allows complete freedom and flexibility of any appliance layout. Islands come with tops and measure 33” D x 36” H. For more information contact your Semco Sales Representative.

Outdoor Fireplace Kits

The Stone Age Fireplace is a designed centerpiece for any outdoor living space. The Fireplace Kits come ready to assemble and can be constructed off of the pallet in approximately 4-6 hours. For more information contact your Semco Sales Representative.

Pizza Oven Kits

Pizza Oven Kits by Stone Age has everything you need for old world pizza cooking and more. Featuring an arched cooking chamber. Kits include firebrick, 9" chimney flue and metal oven door.

For more information contact your Semco Sales Representative.
Benches

Creating an outdoor living space is easy with the addition of Semco Stone’s Outdoor Benches available in Blue River, Brookhaven and Brentwood Natural Stone.

Blue River and Brookhaven Yard Benches are available in lengths of 3’ or 4’. And are 18” deep and 18” tall. Blue River Bench top & legs come with a standard Thermal finish, while the Brookhaven Bench top & legs come with an Antique Brush finish.

Brentwood Benches are 40” – 42” long and 16” deep and 18 ¼” tall and are available with Polished top & legs or Sawn top & legs.

Outdoor Firepits

Add some flare to your backyard with a firepit from Semco Stone. A great way to enjoy an evening is to relax by an open fire — and a firepit can make it even nicer. They are great for outdoor entertaining, and when the weather starts to cool off, you can still enjoy the outdoors.

The Semco Firepits are available in 29” and 48” inside diameter, in Blue River, Brookhaven & Timber Creek. The Blue River caps have a thermal finish while the Brookhaven & Timber Creek caps are sawn.

“Outdoor firepits are one of the most popular outdoor living design trends right now, and with good reason: they add a unique, fun and relaxing element to any outdoor space.”

Source: HGTV

FIRE FEATURES

48% of homeowners plan to add an outdoor fire feature to an existing space.